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Introducing the first bespoke line of high-end furniture by Stefano Ricci,

a pure expression of the Florentine Lifestyle.





The SR Universe expands with a new chapter dedicated to absolute quality and the 
luxury lifestyle. Moving forward through research in stylistic components and the intrinsic 
beauty found in each piece, Florentine Designer Stefano Ricci here presents the exclusive 
unveiling of the new SR HOME line of iconic furniture. As a part of launched collaborations 
over the years with internationally renowned designers, STEFANO RICCI has chosen the 
designer Stefano Bassano for this presentation of slow living and exquisite craftsmanship.

Furniture Line Preview



Following the brand’s philosophy, the secret of the Maison’s exclusive designs and 
innovative finishing is owed to the quality and precision with which every piece is made. 
The new elements of the SR HOME Furniture line are integrated into a narrative that 
respects the vast stylistic tradition within the history of Florence. Even the names express 
the city’s spirit at the highest level.

100% Made in Italy



The design of the Signoria began with a clear reference to the STEFANO RICCI octagon motif, symbol of order and power. 

Its name is an homage to the significant influence of the city’s Renaissance government and traditions of artistic patronage.

WINGBACK ARMCHAIRS



WINGBACK ARMCHAIRS
The proportions gratify a visual impact, and an elegant formal presence. The octagon is used as a 
formal code for the base and the backrest: two internally folded octagons give shape to the armrests 
and wings. The base communicates with the front of the chair, worked in a classic style, tying it to a 
dynamic backrest-and-seat structure, lightly unbalanced outside in order to bestow it with a greater 
lightness and contemporaneity. Sitting down, the feeling is that of an authentic gentility.

Uplhostery in Forest Green smooth calfskin leather. Base in brown briar-root wood with brass inserts.



Uplhostery in Dark Brown smooth calfskin leather. Base in walnut with an ebony finish and brass inserts.



Emblem of Florentine Mannerism, Loggia combines the solidity of architecture with that of humanistic and familial values. 

It expresses a legacy that tends towards a unique way of life, contemporary and international, recalling the details that rendered 

Made in Italy and Made in Tuscany famous.

TUB CHAIR COUCH



TUB CHAIRS
Loggia is a virile, and yet at the same time delicate, product. The unique base, without a separate 

cushion, acquires a formal weight that fades and becomes lighter thanks to the junction of the relative 

columns. Enhanced with contrast piping and careful handmade capitonné work, Loggia tub chairs 

elegantly fit into any refined interior.

Uplhostery in Blue ASF velvet with contrast smooth calfskin leather piping in Dark Brown. Base and backrest rods
are in canaletto walnut with shiny and wax finishes.



Uplhostery in Dove Grey smooth calfslkin leather with contrast leather piping in Dark Brown. 
Base and backrest rods entirely covered in contrast Dark Brown leather.



COUCH
The Loggia design also features a sophisticated two seater couch in its extended version. This couch is

the harmonious compliment to the Loggia tub chair, lending a masculine and comfortable touch to 

any furniture arrangement.

Uplhostery in Dark Brown smooth calfskin leather. Base and backrest rods are in walnut with an ebony finish.



The Fortezza is an elegant handmade armchair as well as a two seater couch finished in briar-root wood with brass details.  

The Fortezza model may be upholstered using the capitonné technique in exclusive leathers or fine fabrics.

ARMCHAIRS COUCH



ARMCHAIRS
The Fortezza armchair and two seater couch complete the SR HOME Furniture proposal with refined

quilted leather that is meticulously hand-stitched as a sign of the best artisanal expression. Of particular

value is the black briar-root wood frame, which marks a further innovation in the design concept of the

Florentine group.

Individual leather pieces are cut manually with scissors in order to create this unique effect, with particular  
attention paid to the juxtaposition of decorative patterns and the hand sewn leather edges. 



COUCH
Frame: Wood and poplar plywood with inserts covered in briar-root wood and brass details.

Cushions: Feather padding divided into sectors with polyurethane foam inserts. External lining in white 
cotton canvas.

Upholstery: Exclusive STEFANO RICCI leathers and fabrics.

The Fortezza couch exhibits the best of manual processing procedures such as sartorial sewing and traditional 
upholstery techniques.



MEASUREMENT

BESPOKE FURNITURE

Recognised for the high level of personalisation that is a keystone of the Maison’s menswear offerings, STEFANO RICCI now proposes detailed bespoke services  
in its luxury lifestyle collections. Each piece of the SR HOME Furniture line is envisioned with a passion for creating unique proposals fit for a discerning clientele.
The materials used, in order to ensure distinct products of absolute excellence, have been specially selected with the utmost attention to quality, colour, shape 
and form. Exclusive leathers and textiles in the upholstery are complemented by handcrafted wooden structures and embellished with metal inserts and a  
matching iconic SR eagle emblem. Designs may be completely customised in the following aspects:

• STRUCTURE A selection of high quality woods with a variety of finishes 
• UPHOLSTERY Exclusive SR leathers and Antico Setificio Fiorentino precious textiles
• PIPING A selection of contrasted, coordinated, or tonal piping in SR leathers and ASF textiles
• INSERTS A selection of galvanised metals in complementary tones
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LEATHER AND TEXTILES

Significantly, high-end leather that is usually reserved for precious bags and leather goods is available for bold and long-lasting upholsteries. Even 
the exquisite fabrics are chosen from a rich collection of textiles made using traditional and ancient Florentine techniques, preserved and found 
only at the Antico Setificio Fiorentino.

MATTED CROCODILE LEATHER

BOSCO V007

RICCI ORANGE O008

DARK BROWN M019

BLU RICCI B013

LAVAGNA G024

NERO N999

BURGUNDY R005

ZEPHIRO M027

G. APOLLO Y008

DODGER B026

RADICA M030

TURTLE M023

SMOOTH CALFSKIN LEATHER

AGATA P012

BOSCO V007

BLU RICCI B013

MIDNIGHT BLUE B003

DARK BROWN M019

LAVAGNA G024

RADICA M030

LEUKO W007

TURTLE M023

GRIGIO COLOSSEO G005

CUOIO M003

DODGER B026

NERO N999

DARK ROUGE R002

PACIFIC BLUE B034

AMARANTO P016

RICCI ORANGE O008

GREY STONE B007



ANTICO SETIFICIO FIORENTINO TEXTILES

ERMISINO SHAPPE

SPINONE NATURALE COL. 01

BROCCATELLO OBERDAN

SAIA FIORENTINA SETA-LINOSPINONE MELANGÉ 

CORDELLONE SETA COTONESPINATO NATTE UNITO VELLUTO DI SETA

DAMASCO DORIA

SAIA FIORENTINA SETA  

SPINONE NATURALE COL. 02

BROCCATELLO  
GUICCIARDINI

SPINATO BOURETTETELA DI BOURETTE

DAMASCO DORIA  
CINIGLIA

SPINATO SPIR COL. 15

VELLUTO DI SETA RASATO

DAMASCO UCCELLINI

WOOD & METALS

WOODS

METALS

CLASSIC BROWN 
CALIFORNIAN  

BRIAR-ROOT WOOD

SHINY GOLD / SHINY BRASS

SHINY EBONY  
CANALETTO WALNUT

SHINY PALLADIUM RUTHENIUM

MODERN BLACK 
CALIFORNIAN  

BRIAR-ROOT WOOD

MATTE GOLD / MATTE BRASS

WAX FINISH  
CANALETTO WALNUT

MATTE PALLADIUM

Whether the base of the furniture, or detailed backrest elements, a selection of precious woods and metal inserts are available for customisation.
The characteristically burled Californian briar-root wood is a recognisable SR material, in both its classic brown and modern black variations. 
Sleek Canaletto walnut comes in shiny ebony and wax finishes, or it may be entirely upholstered in leather or textiles.
Based on the choice of upholstery and wood, a variety of metal inserts may be selected for the final touches on each unique piece. From precious 
golds and palladium to polished brass and bronze inserts, every detail lends a strong visual impact.
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